ABSTRACT In this report we treat reaction rates, equilibrium theory, and irreversible thermodynamics as different aspects of a single discipline. In biological reactions the rate is ultimately controlled by enzymes and other proteins of complex structure and high molecular weight. The needed formalism can be placed in one-to-one correspondence with appropriate electrical and mechanical networks. An enzyme molecule has zwitter ions anchored in the polypeptide chain, which enable it to distort the substrate by electrostatic polarization. Water weakens the induced or existing polar bonds and so speeds reaction. Several biological processes, such as luminescence, catalysis, nerve excitation, and anesthesia, in which enzymatic reactions play a major part are discussed from this point ofview. We also have discussed the energy consumption and coupling effect in living systems. It is likely that a small fraction of bonds can become energy rich through the process ofquenching and that unsymmetrical barriers in biological systems act like transistors in making the driving forces more efficient by a valve effect.
Wohler long ago disposed ofthe myth that the chemistry ofliving things involved vital forces not found in other types of reactions. This is not to say that the amazingly nearly reversible way that sunlight supports life through a succession of enzyme reactions does not involve many very fast reactions. This naturally leads to the question of how biochemical reaction rates may be most expeditiously understood. Reaction rates, equilibrium theory, and irreversible thermodynamics are conveniently thought ofas different aspects ofa single discipline. Thus, we write for the rate of an interesting reaction R = Rf-Rb, [1] where the subscriptsfand b signify forward and backward rates ofreactions. As Van't Hoffpointed out long ago, R = 0 at equilibrium in this equation. For each individual barrier involved, we have at equilibrium KfHRaj = kb I'bi or kf/kb = IHbj/HRa, = K.
[2] Here the ks are specific rates, and the as and bs are the reactant and product activities, respectively, while K is the equilibrium constant. Eq. 2 gives the connection between rate theory and equilibrium. At equilibrium we can write Re = Rf = Rb.
[3] Ifan extra driving energy, AG, is acting on this system, we have R = Re [exp(aAG/RT) -exp{-(1 -a)AG/RT}], [4] where AG is the excess over equilibrium Gibbs free energy driving the system between the initial and the final states. For small AG/RT, Eq. 4 becomes R = Re(AG/RT). [5] This linearizing for small displacement ofthe rate equation from equilibrium is irreversible thermodynamics. When linearizing is applicable, we have the Onsager reciprocal relations in which AG is composed of more than one driving potential. Because the forward and backward reactions each proceed independently ofwhether the reverse reaction is proceeding or not, only the thermodynamic properties of the activated complex from which a reactant arises and the thermodynamic properties of the reactants come into a reaction rate (expression), whether or not the system is or is not in equilibrium with the terminal state. Because for successive reactions in series, the reciprocal of the velocities vi (i.e., l/v= : l/vi) behaves like a resistance in an electric circuit, and vi itself acts like a conductance. Also, the velocities ofparallel reactions add algebraically for pathways in parallel. Here we can get a circulation around the circuit if an extra driving force or drag occurs in a limb ofthe circuit. This effect is conspicuous in physiology and also in detonations, where great turbulence is often exhibited. The point to be emphasized is that complicated electric or hydrodynamic networks parallel all the features exhibited in physiologic networks.
Biological processes
In biological reactions the rate is ultimately controlled by enzymes and other proteins of complex structure and high molecular weight. Although it may not be feasible to calculate the absolute rates from first principles, still the needed formalism can be placed in one-to-one correspondence with appropriate electrical and mechanical networks.
Catalysis proceeds by lessening the AGt ofactivation by lessening the Gibbs free energy of the activated state. Rack mechanisms The broad possibilities of strain and distortion of protein conformation were pointed out by Lumry and Eyring (1) and by Eyring, Lumry, and Spikes (2). A "rack mechanism" was proposed to describe the distortion ofa substrate by an enzyme that would lead to enhanced catalytic efficiency. One can envision substrates twisted and bent on attachment to proteins, with conformations approaching the geometry of the activated complexes. In the case of cytochromes and hemoglobins, one can also see that the iron-porphyrin heme groups are distorted in the union with the protein parts of these molecules so as to induce electronic characteristics in the iron ions. Oxidation-reduction potentials of cytochromes can also be established in a sensitive fashion.
The thermodynamic basis of the rack mechanism in cytochromes is in opposition to the tendency of the protein confor-
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The publication costs ofthis article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. mation alone to fold to a state having as low a free energy as possible and. promotes the tendency for the iron ion with its porphyrin. partner to achieve the best directed-valence geometry so as to lower the relative free energy of the activated complex in this way (1, 3) . This results in a compromise geometry of iron ions, ligands, and protein conformation.with a desirable set of electronic properties. Hence, the rack catalysis is a consequence of the modified bonding situation that exists in the protein-coenzyme--substrate systems. This type of bonding and its consequences are even more obvious in enzymes that have polymeric substrates to which they are attached by weak. bonds that keeppolypeptides oriented to form proteins. Belleau (4) and Likhtenstein (5) recognized that the linear enthalpy-entropy compensation in enzymic processes may indicate the participation of liquid water. For water to participate in linear compensation behavior requires either that the. heat capacity changes in such reactions must be sensitive to the variables producing.compensation (pH, chemical structure, etc.) but very weakly dependent .on temperature or that water must have at least two significant physical' states. Evidence in. favor of both possibilities is.given elsewhere (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) .
A model designated "the elastomeric rack mechanism" by Eyring and Johnson (11) represents an extension of the earlier rack mechanism and stems from experimental evidence demonstrating large volume changes of activation or of reaction accompanying various biochemical reactions and more compli-. cated physiological processes. Because of their high polymeric character, enzymes-can assume various conformations not differing greatly in free energy from the most stable state of a protein alone. A single strand holding together two metastable networks of the enzyme, which embody a network having a great deal of cross-bonding, between hydrogen, hydrophobic, ionic, and S-S bonding, can be subjected to a magnified stress when the enzyme -networks tighten. Any change. in the environment (temperature, pressure, chemical composition, and electrical field) of the substrate-enzyme complex, will exert a stress on the substrate. state changing its reactivity. The combination of a molecule with an. enzyme may either enhance or decrease the reactivity of the catalyzed substrate.
The effects of pressure on reactivity, which is frequently accompanied by large volume changes in forming the activated complex and in undergoing enzyme inactivation, indicate large changes in conformation of the activated complex. The volume change is largely due to changing amounts of electrostriction resulting from increasing or decreasing the number of watersolvated ions.
Molecules have the possibility for torture of the bonds in a ring. made from anenzyme and a substrate. When they are tied tightly enough together by primary bonds or a sufficient number of secondary bonds, the.torture can be applied' by a conformational change. propriate distance apart, held by hydrophobic and polar forces. It is known that water molecules clustered around these charges are electrostricted (11) and are held in the network of the enzyme. The behavior of such enzymes can be described as follows: (i) Some enzyme molecules have oppositely charged ends which must form a pocket with.an appropriate size and shape so that a substrate can fit into its The ends are anchored in the peptide chain by means that distort the substrate.
(ii) Catalysis replaces each big bond by smaller bonds that are easier to break. By breaking such bonds sequentially, the reaction can be enormously speeded up. This is what catalysis is about-i. e., replacing a strong bond to be broken by a number of weaker ones that break sequentially. Sequential reactions obey the following equation (12) (13) (14) .
[6] where v and vi are the overall velocity and the velocity for each elementary step in a chain of reactions, respectively.
(iii) The two charged parts must be anchored in the enzyme body; otherwise the enzyme cannot distort the substrate to activate it. As the substrate molecule is pulled at the ends, water molecules enter into neutralizing the electrostatic attractions and so facilitate pulling the two ends further apart and, in ex,. by solvating the polarized area, stabilizes the activated complex and lets reaction take place at a more rapid rate. This may lead, in favorable cases, to the formation of reactive carbonium ions and cations; in such cases the carbonium ion may release electrons to functional groups, which in turn enable them to promote the oxidation-reduction reactions. Thus, water is the medium of exchange for the reversible hydration and dehydration of the enzymes, and reaction will flow in the direction in which the free energy change AG is negative. Nerve Excitation. In the excitable cells, action potential brings sodium ions into the cell, followed by an outflow of potassium ions. This action potential can be said to result from a brief opening of a sodium channel, followed by the opening of the potassium channel, which remains open as long as the membrane is depolarized-i.e., until the resting potential is restored (16) . For sodium channels to open, the stimulus applied must be strong enough to bring depolarization beyond a certain threshold.
A reasonable explanation of this problem is as follows. Approximately -70 mV ensures stability of the resting potential. When this potential is raised to -50 mV, a gating current draws Thus, zwitter ions are essential for the sodium pump to operate (or for an enzyme to function). Acids and bases neutralize zwitter ions. High voltage pulls zwitter ions into water outside the channel. General anesthetics lower dielectric constants and make zwitter ions unable to ionize. The gate remains closed under such conditions.
At the steady state, the net current flowing into a section 8 of a nerve fiber of radius a is zero. Hodgkin and Huxley (17) considered that the divergence of longitudinal current in the cell interior balances the membrane current consisting of capacitative current and ionic current. If the potential V is traveling as a wave along the fiber with the velocity 0, this is described by the equation a d2V dV
where R is the specific resistance, c is the capacity, 4 g9n , gNam3h, and gL are the specific conductances of the cell membrane for K, Na, and all other ions, respectively; VK, VNa, and VL are the equilibrium voltages for K, Na, and the leakage potential, respectively. One may think in mechanical terms of (V -VK), (V -VNa), and (V -Vj) as displacements and of (a/2R02) as the mass of a ball being accelerated by three springs acting to change the potential V, whereas c dV acts formally as a viscous drag ( Fig. 
1) (18).
Suppose V is changed from the resting value -70 mV to -50 mV, the threshold for initiating a nerve impulse. This corresponds to displacing the mechanical ball to the right by 20 mV. At this point the force constant (permeability) of the sodium spring starts to stiffen, and the ball continues moving to the right until it reaches about 110 mV to the right of the resting value. By this time the stiffness of the sodium spring has passed through a maximum; it has decayed to the point where the growitng strength of the potassium spring reverses the direction of the motion of the ball, and it returns to the left to a value of V, slightly below -70 mV. It then decays back to the restingvalue. With the next stimulus the sequence is repeated, and we have recurrent spike potentials. The long interval between spikes is the time required to traverse the relatively flat part ofthe formal potential energy curve from -70 mV to -50 mV, where a new spike begins.
The action potential lasts only a few msec and is followed by a refractory period that also has an order ofmsec. This refractory period can be understood as follows. The sodium current during the spike depletes the sodium ions attached to the negative charges inside the cell. Because the activation energy to dehydrate a hydrated sodium ion preparatory to combining with the negative site of the membrane is higher than that of potassium ion, we expect a delay in replenishing the depleted negative sites with the sodium ion. However, the smaller size of the dehydrated sodium ion can guarantee a tighter bond to the negative site, so that eventually any potassium ions that may have taken the place of sodium ions will be displaced, and the refractory period then disappears.
Anesthesia. In general, anesthetics decrease the charge effect, liberating water, decreasing electrostriction, and increasing the volume. In this process the passageway, which is necessary for the excitation of nerves, is partially or totally inhibited.
General anesthetics inhibit bioluminescence, as does raising the temperature. Both procedures displace bound water and cause an expansion in volume because of a decrease in electrostriction.
Anesthetics inhibit the enzyme activity by dissolving partly in the interfacial water, with the rest dissolving in the neighboring hydrophobic region, thereby lowering the dielectric property of the interface. Pressure expels the anesthetic from the interface and increases the enzyme effectiveness by improving solvation of the ions by water.
The antagonizing effect of pressure upon anesthesia in the moderate pressure range tends to be reversed at higher pressures. This is not surprising when one considers the multiplicity of states at about the same free energy but with different volumes and different properties that are accessible in a complex membrane, with each of these states stabilized most in its appropriate hydrostatic pressure range.
This point of view is best documented in two books (19, 20) and a series of papers (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) .
Irreversible thermodynamics
We have briefly mentioned in the Introduction that irreversible thermodynamics applies when the driving force is small, so that the exponentials in the rate equations can be linearized.
i We use the change in the current density across a membrane in the reaction Na+ + rX = Na+ Xr to illustrate our point (28) . Assuming that the membrane in the steady state consists of n equal and symmetrical barriers, the net current J at steady state is
[8]
Here P is the permeability and ao and an represent the activities ofthe zeroth and nth barriers, respectively, Z is the valence and [10]
[ 11] We notice that when Eq. In operating a hydraulic jack, one lets some water go to a lower level, as a result of which the remaining water can go to a higher level. The enzymes described above direct a collection of ATP bonds to unite in donating to a strong bond the energy to break it; before the reverse reaction can take place, the system may be quenched by a change in conformation in a metastable state soon enough to block the reverse reaction. This is the equivalent ofa hydraulic jack in our mechanical model. This quenching wastes enough energy so it does not violate the second law.
A valve effect may be seen most clearly by returning to Eq. 4 . For a potential barrier whose direction ofasymmetry remains unchanged, even when the direction of the driving potential across the barrier is changed, one can have an important valve effect. This is observed in transistors and in many other types of systems showing hysteresis, including biological systems.
